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SECTION A - A

SECTION B - B

SECTION C - C

NOTES:
1. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETRES (mm).
2. MATERIAL:
   - COVER & FRAMES - RUCI CAST IRON TO BS 5952:1961
   - STRUCTURAL STEEL - S355J2+N.
3. FINISH:
   - UNITS ARE COATED WITH A BLACK RIMINI BROWN Enamel, BUT ACTUAL COLOUR MAY DIFFER FROM STOCK COLOR.
   - REMOVABLE SUPPORT STEEL WORK - GALVANISED TO BS EN ISO 1461:1999.
4. PROCEDURE:
   - TO BE ENDS EMAILED TO CUSTOMER.
   - SUITABLE FOR 1.5 Tonne Wheel Load.
5. LANT IS SUPPLIED WITH UNDERSIDE LOCKING FOR ADDITIONAL SECURITY.
6. BEFORE COMMENCING SITE INSTALLATION REFER TO BARTON INSTRUCTIONS SUPPLIED AND GATIC MULTISPAN INSTALLATION TUTORIAL AVAILABLE FROM WWW.GATIC.COM/STUDIO.

2000 x 1530mm FIT CLEAR OPENING GATIC 6 PART RECESSED MULTISPAN COVER & FRAME COMPLETE WITH ONE REMOVABLE SUPPORT BEAM - TYPE DMR

PRODUCT CODE - GA/MM/2000/1530/D/UKPN/USL

COVER WEIGHT
COMPLETE SUPPLIED UNIT WEIGHT - 110 kg
3000 x 1530mm COVER ONLY WEIGHT - 88 kg
6000 x 1530mm COVER ONLY WEIGHT - 118 kg
9000 x 1530mm COVER ONLY WEIGHT - 148 kg
12000 x 1530mm COVER ONLY WEIGHT - 178 kg
BEAM ASSEMBLY WEIGHT - 30 kg